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6. Abstract (300 words):
Bertrand Russell turns architect, at least in words, in his 1935 “Architecture and Social
Questions” essay and revisits Robert Owen’s communitarian ideas as implemented in
New Larnak’s productive units (1800-1824). Russell deploys his analytical philosophy toolkit
to claim that unlike the rational organization of production in the mid-war Britain factory,
the British home has remain “unscientific; he sets up his argument for an architecture
reform of housing which entails the liberation of married women from the woes of
housekeeping.

The text, written in between the two wars, adds up to our historical knowledge on a
particular aspect of the social housing discourse which Russell centers on the position of
woman within the family living and working arrangements. Although feminist struggles
focused on housing early on (1915 rent strikes), Russell’s text cannot be read within the
discourse of feminism. His discussion of women emancipation and its visceral relation with
architectural housing reform is embedded in Russell’s own distinctive conceptual
framework. This paper will argue that Architecture and social housing serve him well in
reinforcing his own thinking of a ‘contemplative state of mind’.
In fact, “Architecture and Social Questions” is one of the 15 essays gathered and
published together under the telling title In Praise of idleness. Topics such as “social
housing, the virtues of cool reflection, free enquire, the value of ‘useless’ knowledge, all
inform a particular stance: “a contemplative habit of mind in a world of maddening
unreason”.
Can the revisiting of Russell’s ‘contemplative state of mind’ provide the conceptual tools
to approach the current context of London’s maddening housing provision, articulated
in terms of ‘density’ and ‘scarcity’? The paper migrates Russell’s 1935 mindset to question
the demand for more housing in 2015 London; Can Russell ‘cool reflection’ serve us well
in understanding a city with a growing population in which the urban impact of
conflicting interests is manifested in the rich and poor widening divide but played out in
terms of housing?
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